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Cult Shock is an apologetic resource that teaches Christians how to defend their faith and

evangelize Jehovahâ€™s Witnesses and Mormons. It explains the beliefs of these groups and how

Biblical Christianity refutes their worldview. Readers will gain confidence witnessing to these groups

based on the Stenglerâ€™s recommended engagement techniques from their years of experience.

In no time short, Christians will go from a place of fear to fearless as they proclaim the real Jesus!
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Lots of good points. Unfortunately the authors are clueless about the present day activity of the Holy

Spirit and His gifts and thus some things they teach are error. However I would still buy the book

again as they have some excellent insight and a practical approach to witnessing to the cults. Keep

the baby, toss out the bathwater.

I just wanted to take a minute to thank the Author of this book for having the courage, and wisdom

to write about such a difficult topic. Although I have never felt the need to defend my religion, or



sway others to come to my faith of choice, I think this can help those confused about what others

say about Christianity and need more facts to back up their beliefs. Again thanks for a good read

and look forward to many more books written by you Mark.

This book displays an amazing insight into the cults that we are associated with each and every

day. This book was written with respect and biblical fact and also was easy to understand. I now

have the printed knowledge to verbalize with the cults in an informative manner. I found the charts

that compared the cult beliefs with our biblical beliefs easy to understand. Both Mark Stengler Jr.

and Mark Stengler Sr. have evidently researched this information carefully and factually. The basis

for conversation with these cults will now be productive and informative for all parties. I can speak

with respect knowing I have the facts and not opinion to share with those that knock on my door.

Thank you for sharing your knowledge in such a respectful manner.

From start to finish, this book keeps "The Real Jesus" (Chapter 1) in focus, which anchors the

discussion, not to personal preference or opinion, but to the authoritative Biblical portrait of our God

and Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ. It matters. Among Christians there may be inconsequential

differences of opinion (e.g., Was Jesus weeping at the tomb of Lazarus because He was sorrowing

for Lazarus or because He was grieved by the unbelief of those who doubted His ability to raise him

from the dead? I happen to believe that latter position). However, there are critical differences that

are foundational to saving faith (John 1:12; 8:24; Ephesians 2:8; Hebrews 11:6) which are carefully,

compassionately, and clearly addressed in this book in order to expose the distortions that mar the

image of the REAL Savior, our Lord Jesus Christ. There are many in our day, just as our Savior

warned (Matthew 24:5,11), who are presenting and following the false image of "another Jesus" and

"another gospel" (2 Corinthians 11:4) which are critically in conflict with the Biblical revelation of

Christ our Lord. The purpose of this book is NOT to attack those who are thus deceived, but rather

to prepare us who know the Lord to sensitively reach those who are misled, equipping us with an

understanding of the historical background and doctrinal mindset of the cult organizations. Chapters

6-8, which explore the salient false views and possible dialogues with JW and LDS cult members,

are very practical. Chapter 9, the crowning chapter ("Jesus is the Final Revelation") exposes the

numerous false prophecies (also very well researched) of these organizations that unequivocally

invalidate their belief systems by the criterion of false prophecy (Deuteronomy 18:20-22). To God be

the glory for the blessing of this timely, practical guidebook provided through the diligent research

and compassionate outreach of Dr. Mark Stengler and Mark Stengler Jr. Ã¢Â€Â”for such a time as



this.

This book was filled with incredible insight. I have many family members who are Mormon and I've

often struggled with how to approach sharing the true gospel. I loved all of the references and can't

wait to put this to use. I recommend this book to everyone!

I got to say, this is one of the best books I have read. Great insight and knowledge of how to talk

with Jehovah witnesses and Mormons. I would highly recommend this book to anyone that is

wanting to know how to witness and talk to friends family and loved ones that are being lead astray

of the one true God. Thank you mark and mark Jr for your book. It has helped me in my ministry and

will continue to do so.

One of the best compiled books on Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses that I have ever come

across. Mark and Mark Jr. do an amazing job at contrasting both of these world views against the

authority of the Bible. It also has THE BEST glossary, bibliography, and subject index that I have

ever come across in a book! You will be able to show these cults, right from their own publications

and documents, their errors, contradictions, and outright lies! A must read!
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